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Introduction

Thank you for volunteering to participate in the UNESCO Archive’s first crowdsourcing project, Put a
world of pictures into words. We hope you will enjoy working with this unique collection of UNESCO
photographs while also making an important contribution to the Archive’s work to preserve and give
access to UNESCO’s institutional documentary heritage.
These instructions are designed to help you get started with validation as quickly as possible.
Validation means checking the submitted transcriptions and publishing them. Use this manual in
conjunction with the participants’ Data Entry Instructions manual.
If you have any questions or difficulties please get in touch either through the message board on the
Put a world of pictures into words project page or via email to the project admins:
a.cowling@unesco.org and s.bakkali-hassani@unesco.org

Register

Please go to https://heritagehelpers.co.uk/, and click the ‘Register’ button at the top right corner of the
screen. Fill out the Registration form, then Click ‘Register’. We’re happy to have you on board! Email
a.cowling@unesco.org/ s.bakkali-hassani@unesco.org to inform us you have registered, and we
will change your status to ‘Validator’.

Selecting your preferences
IMPORTANT: Once you have registered, it is important to select your assigned theme before you start
validating. Go to your profile by clicking your name at the top right corner, then click ‘Preferences’.
Please only check the box for the theme you have been assigned. Click ‘Save’.
You have been assigned one of the following categories:




Communication and Information
Education
Social and Human Sciences





Culture
Natural Sciences
UNESCO History

Overview of the validation interface
You are now ready to start validating participants’ entries. Press the ‘Validate data’ button on the
project homepage to be taken to the main validation page. The image below shows the important
elements you will find and provides a short description of these elements.
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The validation interface – con’t (fig. 3)
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The viewer displays the original photograph.
In the left corner of the photo, you have tools for manipulating the photograph including zoom,
rotate, fit image, full screen, thumbnail navigator, brightness and contrast.
Next page selector, IMPORANT: Each photograph includes an image of the front and back; the back
usually contains the details (i.e., caption).

Validating the data fields
On the left, you will see the transcription and data entered by the participant in blue. The new
data are important, as they will now be searchable, allowing researchers to find more archive content
than ever before. Each of the fields should contain only one piece of information (e.g. one date, one
location, one person, etc.). Participants were able to generate repeatable fields to include more
information where applicable. No fields were mandatory. However, participants were asked to fill in all
the fields for which information was available on the recto and verso of the photograph. ‘Hints’ were
provided for each question to guide the participant in the acceptable data entry format. See the
participants’ Data Entry Instructions manual for more information.
You have to verify the information entered by participants. If there is a mistake, return to the
corresponding step.

The types of data field and the step number:
Step 1:
Country: The participant selected the country name from a pre-defined UNESCO list of countries. If
the country name was not on the list, the participant was asked to enter in the country name
themselves. (e.g., for countries that have changed names or no longer exist.)
City: The participant typed in the name of the city, region and/or location indicated in the caption.
Note: Participants were encouraged to use Wikipedia as a reference for accepted spelling (over the
spelling used in the caption, if different).
Step 2:
Dates: The participant typed in the date(s) in the caption. The format should be dd-mm-yyyy. A single
date (e.g. 18-06-1965) should be captured in the first date field. A date range (e.g., 16-06-1965 – 1806-1965) should be captured using both date fields (start date and end date).
 If a day is missing, the format should be @@-06-1965.
 If a day and month are missing, the format should be @@-@@-1965.
 If a date is missing, the format should be @@-@@-@@@@. In this case, the participant may
have estimated an approximate date range.
Persons: The participant typed in the full name of the person(s) visible in the photograph and/or
mentioned in the caption. The format should be the format ‘Last name, First name’. In some cases, the
name information may be in the caption; otherwise, the participant may have known it or looked it up.
For known personalities, participants were encouraged to use Wikipedia as a reference for accepted
name spelling (over the spelling used in the caption, if different). (NOTE: This field should not
include the name of the photographer, which should be included in the ‘Photo credits’ field.)
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Example: Adiseshiah, Malcolm

Step 3:
Photo credits: The participant typed in the photo credit information as indicated. The format should
be ‘UNESCO / [Photographer]’.
Example: UNESCO / Alexis N. Vorontzoff
B/W or Colour
Orientation 3 choices: Landscape, portrait and square
Step 4:

Validating the transcription fields
The participant was asked to type in an exact transcription of the text for both the English caption
and French caption (when present). As far as possible, the sentence structure and punctuation of the
caption text should be reproduced. However, the participant was asked to correct obvious spelling
mistakes.
Where words could not be transcribed because they were judged too difficult to read or were missing
due to damage, the participant was asked to indicate this by typing four hash symbols (e.g. ‘Some of
the classes of the #### primary school’).
In cases where a single letter or number could not be read, the participant was asked to replace it with
the character ‘@’ (e.g. ‘Sa@ai’).
If a word has been crossed out or deleted by the original author, the participant was asked to indicate
this by placing it in a set of square brackets (e.g. [deleted word]).
The participant was asked not to transcribe the photo credit entry text, e.g., ‘Reproduction authorized,
please credit’
Step 5:

Validating the description and keywords fields
The participant was asked to describe the photograph in their own words using max. 100 words. Here
is an example of the type of information we were hoping to gather:
 A general description of the content of the photograph, e.g., what’s happening; what’s the
scene.
 Names and descriptions of objects, e.g., plants and trees, furniture, equipment, animals,
vehicles, etc. Did the participant know the brand of the radio, the name of the article of
clothing, or name of the piece of scientific equipment in the picture?
 Any text visible in the picture. For example, is something written on the side of a building;
what is the title of the newspaper the person is reading?
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Finally, the participant was asked to assign 3-5 keywords to the photograph using a drop-down list of
pre-defined terms. If they couldn’t find the keyword they were looking for, the participant had the
option to add their own keyword.

Editing, modifying, correcting and adding to participant-contributed
data


For each data field, please review and verify that the information the participant entered
matches the information on the photograph.



Please review and verify that all relevant data is entered in the correct fields.



Please review and verify that the participant’s own description is relevant and comprehensive
relative to the visual content.



Please review and verify that the selection of keywords is accurate and represents the
subject matter correctly.

If participant-contributed data requires editing, modification, correcting and/or adding to, click
on the applicable Step number. You will be able to change text. For drop down lists, add the
corrected data, then delete the erroneous by clicking X in the data summary view.
Save your changes by either clicking Next, or clicking another Step.
Once you have made your changes, click Step 6, and if satisfied with the updated data summary,
click Finalize to validate.

Rejecting participant-contributed data
Click the ‘Unusable’ button if you are presented with a photograph that either has no text to validate
or too many errors or issues. You will be asked to identify the issue(s). Please select the appropriate
option from the drop down list and, if necessary, add a brief explanation/description. This will send the
photograph to project administration for review.

Finalizing your validation
Once you have reviewed, and approve of the data entered for a photograph, you are ready to submit
your validation. Press the ‘Finalize’ button. Your work is now saved. At this point, you can continue to
validate another photograph, which will automatically be assigned to you.

Tracking your progress
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You can track your validation progress, and the progress of the project as a whole, by clicking the
‘Project Progress’ tab on the main project page. On this tab, you will find both data entry progress (in
orange) and validation progress (in blue) per thematic group.
In general, as a Validator, you have been assigned one thematic area to work on, so you can track your
validation progress relative to how many photographs are available (i.e., data entered by participants).
NOTE: The number in (parentheses) is the total number of digitized photographs in that thematic
group.
Project progress tracker (fig. 4)

Put a World of Pictures into Words is part of the UNESCO Archives project Digitizing Our
Shared UNESCO History. In 2018, we digitized this important selection of over 5,000 of the Archives’
photographic prints (recto and verso, totalling 10,000 scans). The project team took three months to
select the 5,000 prints using criteria that aimed to achieve a balance of geographical, cultural and
chronological diversity, and to ensure that all major programme areas were covered.
For more information, visit digital.archives.unesco.org.
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